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Application ?led March 15, 1916. Serial No. 84,289. 

To all whom it may concern: _ I 
Be it known that I, DUNCAN D. McBnAN, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
New York, in the county and State of New 
York, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Tunnels and Methods 
of Building Same, of which the following 
is a full, clear, and exact description. 
The invention for which by these presents 

I now seek protection by Letters Patent, re 
lates to and is an improvement in tunnels 
and in methods of constructing and install~ 
ing upon subaqueous foundations, masonry 
or composite structures of the general na 
ture of tunnels, piers and the like. 
Among the chief features of novelty of my 

present invention, the most prominent and 
important are the following: 

First, the provision of means whereby 
massive tubular masonry or composite struc 
tures of this character may be progressively 
and upwardly built from basic portions of 
the same while ?oating in a vertical position 
in water; second, the provision of means to 
permit the building in this manner of sec 
tions of such structures, the individual 
lengths of which are practically limited only 
by the depth of water available, and yet, so 
that all the work may be done in open air 
and above the Water level; third, a procedure 
by which all piers, docks, launching appa 
ratus and the like, such as are usually re 
quired in building and launching such struc 
tures are dispensed with; fourth, the provi 
sion of means to permit the structure when 
built in accordance with my invention to be 
shifted into prone ?oating position, without 
danger of being subjected to breaking or 
distorting stresses; ?fth, the provision of a 
method of construction which in large de 
gree is self determining as to the proper 
minimum amount and weight of structural 
material necessary tomake the ?nished de 
vice non-buoyant when submerged and un 
Watered, while at the same time insuring, or 
at least permitting, a uniform or any other 
desired circumferential distribution of struc 
tural material; sixth, the provision of a plan 
of construction which avoids the necessity 
of admitting water to the structure at any 
stage of its construction and ?nally, the pro 
vision of a speedy, economical and efficient 
method of construction which lends itself to 
the carrying out of many structures and 

plants at a greatly reduced cost and which 
is characterized by the entire absence of 
hazardous work throughout. 

In its broader aspects my new method is 
applicable to the construction and handling 
of a wide variety of structures, and while 
the illustrations herein given are more or 
less specific in their nature the claims are in 
tended to cover the improvements not only 
in their more limited forms and applica 
tions, but in all others for which they are 
adapted. The special application of the 
fundamental principles underlying my in 
vention which is described in detail herein is 
merely typical and illustrative, although it 
represents one of the most important and 
useful applications of the same. 

I may state the nature of my improvement 
in general terms as involving the following 
procedure. I ?rst build a bulkheaded or 
closed end section of the tunnel or other like 
tubular structure, so proportioning the 
weight of material that it shall be less than 
the water displacement, and then ?oat the 
same. I then build up the walls progres 
sively, or in other words, ‘practically in 
courses, so that as each course is added, these 
walls become waterproof to that height, and 
in so building the walls I preferably make 
them of such thickness and weight as ap 
proximately to equal the water displace 
ment of a like length of the structure. Ac 
cordingly, as the walls are built up the 
structure sinks an equal amount so that the 
building may proceed with the utmost con 
venience and there is neither danger of the 
structure foundering on the one hand, or 
becoming top heavy and unstable on the 
other. 

Finally, when in this manner a section of 
the structure has been completed to the de 
sired length, the upper or open end, as well 
as the bottom, is bulkheaded, when this is 
required in its subsequent handling and use, 
as in the case of tunnels which are placed 
in a substantially horizontal position, and 
it is then tilted over into a horizontal ?oat 
mg position, in which it may be towed to 
any desired point or ?oated to position over 
its foundation, sunk to the latter and joined, 
if need be, to previously laid sections in any 
proper and known manner. 
In the detailed description of the draw 

ings which follows I shall point out all of 
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the novel features which I have devised and 
found necessary in carrying out the process 
above described, and while it will be under 
stood that such speci?c features are not to be 
regarded as essential to the invention con 
sidered broadly, they or equivalents for 
them must be used in order to successfully 
carry out the plan which‘ I recommend and 
which may be more speci?cally de?ned'as in 
volving the following steps.‘ 

I erect a suitable platform preferably 
over the water, which has a perfectly level 
or flat surface, and upon this I erect a form 
for building a subsection of a tubular struc 
ture of concrete or, of concrete combined 
with other materials such as a wooden 
sheathing and a temporarily closed bottom. 
‘Vhen such structure has been built to a 

certain height with water proof walls it is 
?oated off into the water, preferably by 
sinking the platform, and being properly 
secured and steadied it is then ?nished by 
the addition ofconcrete and extended by 
the addition of one or more similar sub-sec 
tions until a complete section is obtained of 
the desired length or as long as the depth of 

‘ the water may permit. When this has been 
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done the top is temporarily, closed, the 
whole structure tipped over, ?oated and 
sunk onto foundations previously prepared 
for it preferably in ‘accordance with the 
.methods. set forth by, me in an application 
heretofore ?led on February 21, 1916, Serial 
No. 7 9,594. 
In many respects the improvements above 

generally outlined constitute a very impor 
tant contribution to this art. The structure 
is one which under all imaginable condi 
tions of use is indestructible and much 
cheaper to build than those heretofore used. 
The plan which I follow in building and 
laying the sections is also a marked ad 
vance, inasmuch as it requires little or no 
complicated mechanism, involves few dan 
gers to the workmen engaged in its construc 
tion and may be carried on rapidly and 
easily under almost all conditions of wind‘ 
and weather. 

In order that my invention may be un 
derstood I have appended" hereto drawings, 
showing a tunnel in some of the forms in 
which it may be built and one means of car 
rying out its construction. 
Figure 1 is a cross sectional view of a 

tunnel of circular form complete and laid 
upon its foundation. 

Fig. 2 is a similarview of a double tun 
nel of substantially oval cross section built 
and laid in the same way. ’ 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail view in sec 
tion showing the manner of joining two 
sections of my improved tunnel. 

Fig. 4 is a. similar view of the joint after 
its completion, ' 
-Fig. 5 is an enlarged sectional view of 

the means employed for forming the joints 
between the planks or timbers constituting 
the sheathing of the tunnel. 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view of several sub 
sections of a double tunnel joined and ready 
for laying and showing the means for tem~ 
porarily closing the ends of the same. 

Fig. 7 is a view, mainly in section show 
ing one form of platform for use in start 
ing1 the construction of a tunnel sub-section 
an 

Fig. 8 is a similar view showing the plat 
form sunk so as to permit the tunnel sub 
sections to be ?oated oil". 
Referring to Fig. 1. The tunnel as a 

whole is composed of units or sub-sections 
and main sections joined together in any 
proper manner and each built up of a body 
of reinforced concrete 1, and an outer 
sheathing or envelop of wooden timbers or 
planks 2. The character of the reinforce 
ments may greatly vary, but I have shown 
circumferential bands or tubes 3 and longi 
tudinal rods 4 which in the construction of 
the tunnel may be placed and embedded 
within the concrete in any ordinary or well 
known manner. 
The planking surrounding the tunnel has 

tongue and groove joints, and in order to 
make it perfectly water tight I employ the 
form of joint shown in Fig. 5. That is to 
say, the groove is made of somewhat greater 
depth than the height of the tongue so that 
under the latter a recess is formed which is 
?lled through holes 5 drilled into it at in 
tervals with pitch or similar substance 6. 
The wooden sheathing is secured in place 

and positioned by steel or other bands 7, 
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shown in Figs. 6 and 8, and when the sec- . 
tions or sub-sections, as shown in Fig. 6, 
are united the ends of the planks are simi 
larly joined by tongues and grooves and a 
?lling of pitch poured in between them. 
Although I prefer the special method 

hereinafter set forth for layingr the com 
pleted sections, any other may be followed 
if desired, and preferably, the sections rest 
upon and by bolts 8 are secured to caps on 
the tops of piles 9, previously driven and 
cut off at the proper levels to form a solid 
foundation for the tunnel whatever its cross 
section may be. 
The special form or character of the tun 

nel constructed as above described, is not 
material and may be greatly varied. I have 
shown for example, a double tunnel which 
is ‘substantially oval in cross section. This 
tunnel is divided longitudinally by a par 
tition of concrete 10 in which are embedded 
at close intervals steel supporting columns 
11, and along its sides in the inner concrete 
walls are formed chambers 12 to serve as 
ventilating passages, conduits for wires or 
pipes or the like. 
The number of foundation piles for such 
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a structure as last described is, of course, 
greater than for a circular tunnel, but they 
are driven and out off in a’ similar manner, 
and the outside piles bolted to the tunnel. 
The space, if it exist, between the tunnel 
and the bottom may in all cases be ?lled in 
with a bed of concrete 13 if sodesired or 
found necessary. 
The speci?c manner which I have devised 

and illustrated for building this tunnel is 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8.‘ In these ?gures 
1~l—1l indicate a series of piles which are 
driven in comparatively shallow water and 
capped at a given level above the surface. 
Through these caps 15'extend steel bolts 16 
which are threaded ‘and carry nuts 17 by 
means of which they are adjusted in the 
caps 15. At their lower ends the rods are 
provided with hangers which support cross 
beams 18 upon which is built a level plat 
form 19 with a central raised portion 21. 
A sheathing of planks 2, for a tunnel unit 

or sub-section of any desired length, ordi 
narily ?fteen to twenty feet long, is then 
built up upon the platform and inside of 
the same at the bottom is placed a short 
sheet metal cylinder 22 of greater diameter 
than that designed for the interior of the 
tunnel mainly designed as a form for the 
end of the section.” 
The bottom of this structure if then closed 

by a cover 25 secured to reinforcing cross 
beams 26 upon which rests an annular 
wooden plank 23, having a raised portion 
or corrugation 27 and an annular chamber 
is then formed by letting into the wooden 
cylinder an inner cylinder 24 completing a 
form for the concrete, the lower edge of 
which rests upon the annular plate 23. 
\Vhen these parts have been thus asso 

ciated the reinforcing rods and bands are 
introduced and the annular space between 
the outer sheathing and the inner form is 
packed with concrete for about one fourth 
of its height, thus forming a closed rein 
forced concrete cylinder, the temporary 
sheet metal bottom 25 of which braced by 
cross beams 26 rests upon the raised portion 
21 of the platform. 
The nuts 17 are then turned to lower the 

platform until the whole section ?oats, 
whereupon the latter is worked off from 
over the platform and carried into deeper 
water by scows or other means and sup 
ported in a vertical position. The concrete 
?lling of the sub-section is then completed 
and as this work progresses the added 
weight of the structure which should be pro~ 
portioned to the displacement of the water 
causes it to sink, so as to bring its upper end 
to ‘a convenient distance above the Water 
level. 

quite ?nished another is built onto it, the 
whole structure gradually sinklng under the 

When this ?rst sub-section is nearly or 

a 

' increased weight, so that a third sub-section 
may be added before the device may be re 
garded as ?nished. The completed structure 
will then appear as shown in Fig. 6 where 
three sub-sections of tunnel are shown as 
superimposed and made integral with one 
another. . 

When the structure has been thus far com~ 
pleted the top is closed with a beam-rein 
forced cover 25 like that at the bottom, 
making a completely water tight structure 
which is then tilted over on its side, par- ‘ 
tially ?lled with water and sunk down on 
its foundations where it is joined in any 
well known manner with a previously laid 
section. 
In order that the tunnel as a whole should 

be perfectly water tight certain precautions 
in forming the joints between the main sec 
tions each of which is composed of two or 
more units or sub-sections, should be ob 
served. One means of accomplishing this 
is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 
When the bottom of a sub~section is 

formed the platform upon which its ends 
rest should contain raised portions which 
will leave indentations 28 in the concrete, 
and corresponding indentations will be 
formed in the top or end of the last laid 
section, thus forming chambers at the line 
of union of the concrete faces around the 
entire joints. Into these chambers lead pas 
sage ways 29 formed through the concrete 
so that when the ends of two sections are 
brought together, the chambers 28 may be 100 
?lled from the inside with grout, pitch or 
other similar composition, to complete the 
'oint. 
1 As a still further precaution I may lay 
at a short distance from the ends of each 105 
section between the outer wooden sheath 
ing and the metal cylinders 22, partitions 
30 composed of vitri?ed brick laid in 
asphalt, which being embedded in the con 
crete form an effective barrier to the pas- 110 
sage of any water. 
When the ends 25 are removed, after two 

sections of the tunnel are joined, recesses 
31 are left in the ends of the sections from 
which project the longitudinal reinforcing 115 
rods 4. These rods are then united by short 
couplings 32 and the space inside the two 
abutting cylinders 22, up to the level of the 
inside wall surface of the tunnel is ?lled in 
with concrete or cement to complete the 120 
joint, which then appears as shown in Flg. 
4. A band of metal 33 over the joint be 
tween the two sections of wooden sheathing 
is drawn or clamped tightly around the 
structure after its ends are joined. 

It will be understood that in completing 
the joints above described the work is 
mainly done on the inside of the tunnel 
from which the water may be expelled or 
pumped out, and that little remains for the 130 
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divers or others who work upon the out 
side of the structure to do. 
The form of the tunnel and the speci?c 

manner of combining the concrete and re 
inforcements with the outside sheathing of 
wooden planks, may, as above indicated be 
greatly varied within the limits of my in 
vention. So far also as concerns the build 
ing of the sections, the means employed 
may be modi?ed to an equally wide extent, 
it being only necessary to have at the start 
a stable and level platform which is capable 
of being sunk with a tunnel section thereon 
until the latter may be ?oated off, or in 
general, such a platform as will permit the 
removal from it into the water of a par 
tially completed section which may subse 
quently be ?nished and extended to any de 
sired degree. 
In uniting the ?nished sections I have de-' 

vised and I prescribe the special means 
above set forth but it will be understood 
that this part of the process is not broadly 
new and that various other plans have been 
followed or proposed heretofore for this 
part of the work. ' 
By building structures of this kind in the 

manner described, I am enabled to accom 
plish economically and satisfactorily a num 
ber of important and valuable results which 
‘I do not gointo here in detail although I 
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shall in other applications elaborate some 
of the results secured by the use of this in 
vention. 
What I claim is: 
1. The method of constructing tunnels 

which consists in building a partial section 
of the tunnel with a closed bottom, ?oating 
said section in the water in an upright po 
sition in its partially completed state, build 
ing up and ?nishing the walls of the com 
pleted section while ?oating and when ?n 
ished turning the section over onto its in 
tended bottom and sinking it onto its pre 
pared foundation. 

2. The method of constructing tunnels, 
which consists in building a portion of a 
tunnel section with a closed bottom, ?oating 
such partially completed section in an up 
right position in the water, building up its 
walls to ?nish the section while thus ?oat 
ing, temporarily closing its upper end, turn 
ing it on its side and sinking it to its foun 
dation. 

3. The method of constructing reinforced 
concrete tunnels which consists in building 
a portion of a section of the tunnel on a 
movable platform with a closed end, sinkin 
the platform in the water and ?oating the 
partially completed section off from the same 
in an upright position, then extending and 
?nishing the section as far as desired While 
thus ?oating in the Water, and when ?nished 
turning it over onto its intended bottom and 
sinking it to its prepared foundation. 

1,221,067 

4. The method of constructing reinforced 
concrete tunnels, which consists in building 
portions of each section of the same on a 
movable platform and temporarily closing 
its lower end, sinking the platform in the 
water until the partially completed section 
?oats off in an upright position, then ?nish 
ing and extending the section as far as de 
sired while thus ?oating, closing its upper 
end, turning it on its side and sinking it to 
a prepared foundation. 

5. The. method of constructing reinfoircd 
concrete tunnels, which consists in building 
a. unit or sub-section of wooden sheathing 
upon a movable platform and temporarily 
closing its lower end, lining the wooden 
sheathing with reinforced concrete to a given 
height, then lowering the platform in the 
water until the partially completed section 
?oats off in an upright position, then finish 
ing and extending the section to such de 
gree as may be desired while thus ?oating, 
closing its upper end, turning it on its side, 
and sinking it to a prepared foundation. 

6. The method of constructing reinforced 
hollow concrete structures suitable for use 
as tunnel sections and the like, which con 
sists in building a portion of a section of 
the same upon a movable platform and with 
a temporarily closed bottom, sinking the 
platform and ?oating olf the partially com 
pleted structure in an upright position into 
deep water, ?nishing and extending the 
structure as far as may be desired while thus 
?oating, then ?oating the same in an upright 
position to the desired point, turning it to 
a horizontal position and sinking the ?n 
ished structure onto a suitable and pre 
viously prepared foundation. 

7. The method of constructing and plac 
ing a section of a tunnel, which consists in 
building a bulkheaded end portion of such 
section and ?oating the same in the water 
with its longitudinal axis upright, pro 
gressively building up the walls of the section 
and allowing it to sink in the water until 
the desired length has been formed. then 
bulkheading the upper end of the structure, 
tilting it on its side and depositing it in 
place on its foundation. 7 

8. The method of constructing and plac 
ing a section of tunnel which consists in 
partially building the section and ?oating 
it in water with its longitudinal axis up 
right, completing the section while ?oating, 
temporarily closing its upper end, tipping 
it over while floating onto its side, moving 
it to position above its foundation and then 
sinking itto place. 

9. The method of constructing and plac 
ing a section of tunnel which consists in 
partially building the section and tempo 
rarily closing its end, then ?oating it in the 
water with 'its longitudinal axis upright, 
building up progressively the tubular side 
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wall of the section and in so doing propor 
tioning the Weight of building material to 
approximately equal the water displace 
ment of the length of the structure thereby 

‘ added, temporarily closing the end of the 
?nished section, tipping it onto its side and 
sinking it to its place on a foundation. 

In testimony whereof I e?ix my sigmi~ 
ture. 

DUNCAN D. MQBEAN. 

Witnesses: ‘ 

GARDNER B. WHITE, 
THos. W. BRAGKEN. 


